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We develop methods for alleviating the major impediment in the extension to larger and more
complex systems of our matrix method theory for describing the long time dynamics of flexible
polymers and proteins in solution. This impediment is associated with the enormous growth in size
of the required basis set with the addition of higher order mode coupling basis functions, which are
needed to describe the influence on the dynamics of the ‘‘internal friction,’’ or equivalently of the
memory function matrices. We use the first order eigenfunctions~the generalized Rouse modes! to
construct an approximate mode coupling basis. Specific applications are made to united atom
models of alkanes with a white noise structureless solvent, where the theory is compared with
Brownian dynamics simulations to provide a no-parameter stringent test of the theory. Good
convergence is found to the full second order treatment with the new basis set whose size scales
more nearly with the size of the system rather than the cube of the system with the previous full
basis. These technical improvements enable us to test the need for third order contributions to the
dynamics of the longer alkanes and to compute the orientational time correlation functions probed
by fluorescence depolarization and NMR experiments. Additional symmetry considerations provide
further reductions in the required basis set sizes. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of flexible polymers in solution are impo
tant for understanding the properties of many polymeric m
terials. For instance, the natural motions of many biologi
macromolecules appear to be essential to their proper f
tioning. Consequently, considerable experimental and th
retical work has been devoted towards understanding p
mer dynamics.1–5 In principle, if all the polymer–polymer
polymer–solvent, and solvent–solvent forces were kno
the dynamics of the solvated polymers could be comple
described by solving the classical equations of motion. T
short-time dynamics of small polymers can indeed be stud
with molecular dynamics simulations, but the required co
puter time grows explosively with polymer size. The lon
time dynamics of large polymers, however, are inaccess
to these simulations due to the enormous computations
quired. For many biological macromolecules, though, it
precisely the long-time dynamics that are of interest. T
long-time dynamics of synthetic polymers are likewise
importance in governing the glass transition temperature a
hence, the mechanical and rheological properties of b
polymers.

The development of a theory for long-time polymer a
protein dynamics requires the physical description and
testing of approximations for various qualitatively differe
features of this dynamics. First is the treatment of the in
nal chain dynamics of rather floppy molecules, a proc
requiring the theoretical description of phenomena loos
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referred to as involving ‘‘internal friction,’’ ‘‘internal viscos-
ity,’’ ‘‘memory functions,’’ etc., phenomena that are currently
not well understood. A second portion of the theory is asso
ciated with treating the polymer–solvent interactions on a
molecular level. This portion requires testing and refining
customary hydrodynamic models that are presumed to b
applicable on longer time scales but that have not yet bee
tested microscopically for the types of multidimensional sys-
tems posed by the dynamics of flexible polymers in solution
The enormity of both of these problems has led us to con
sider their separate treatments, focusing initially on the leas
known problem of describing the long time internal dynam-
ics of flexible long chain molecules.

This paper further develops a matrix expansion method
first presented by Pericoet al.6 and Chang and Freed.7,8 The
matrix method is a generalization of the optimized Rouse–
Zimm ~ORZ! theory,9 which, here, we call the generalized
Rouse–Zimm~GRZ! theory.10 The GRZ theory has been
used to study the dynamics of a variety of polymer
systems.11–19The matrix method provides a systematic pro-
cedure for including the contributions from internal friction
and memory functions, contributions that are neglected b
the simpler GRZ theory. In cases where comparison has bee
made between the GRZ theory and experiment or compute
simulation,18,19the GRZ theory produces reasonable approxi-
mations. It is not yet clear, however, which aspect of the
theory is responsible for the discrepancy between the theor
and experiment. Improvements to the GRZ theory require
/95/103(21)/9492/10/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics¬to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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9493Tang, Chang, and Freed: Long time polymer and protein dynamics
knowledge of the origins of these discrepancies, which m
arise from using an inaccurate potential function, an ina
equate treatment of the internal chain dynamics, an ina
equate theory for the polymer–solvent interactions, or an
accurate model for the hydrodynamic interaction
Consequently, here we focus exclusively on one possi
source of error, namely that of describing the internal cha
dynamics, a problem that has received little detailed theore
cal analysis.

The matrix method yields approximations to the tim
autocorrelation functions which are represented in terms
the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of theN-particle Liou-
ville operator for the dynamics of a single chain in a white
noise model for the solvent. The long time dynamics theo
only requires as input the friction coefficients and a series
equilibrium averages. These equilibrium averages may
obtained either from the computer simulations over sho
times or, in principle, from theory. Then, the matrix metho
theory provides estimates of the time correlation functio
over an extended time. We test our theory by comparing t
time correlation functions obtained from Brownian dynamic
simulations against the time correlation functions provide
by the theory. This comparison is free of the uncertainties
potentials commonly incurred when comparing theory wi
experiment. As the simulated trajectories are fairly long a
the statistical error is negligible,20 the simulated time corre-
lation functions are considered to be exact for testing t
theory.

When the matrix method theory is limited to using
linear basis in the ‘‘bead’’ positions, the theory reduces to t
generalized Rouse~GR! theory~the GRZ theory without hy-
drodynamic interactions!. This GR model represents an enor
mous improvement over the simple Rouse model since
GR theory describes the influence on the dynamics of t
local chain stiffness, conformational transitions, etc., that a
omitted from the simple Rouse model. However, the G
model completely ignores the internal friction, which, a
demonstrated in Ref. 7, affects the long time chain dynami
As we include more and more higher order basis functions
the matrix method, the theory produces a more accurate
scription of this internal chain friction and equivalently in
cludes more contributions from the memory function matri
These additional basis functions lead to considerable i
provements in the agreement between theory and simula
for the long time dynamics~t>100 ps!.

A calculationally intense portion of the matrix metho
involves solving the eigenvalue problem for the Liouvill
operator, a process that rapidly becomes prohibitive as
size of the basis set grows. Symmetry considerations~de-
scribed here and not used previously! provide some reduc-
tion in the basis set size, but the basis set problems are
enormous. For example, when using a united atom model
the dynamics of pentacosane~C25H52!, the first order~the GR
model! basis set contains 24 basis functions, the second
der has 7200, and the 3rd order has 1 083 600. The diago
ization of the latter is becoming prohibitive, but the situatio
is far worse upon passage to more realistic all-atom mod
for the pentacosane dynamics, where, the first order basis
yields 76 basis functions, while the second order basis
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬05¬Mar¬2001¬to¬171.64.133.22.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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already contains over 200 000 functions. Computations wi
the higher order basis sets rapidly become too time consu
ing. Since the second and higher order basis functions d
scribe the influence of internal friction, this explosive in
crease in the size of basis sets represents the greatest pre
impediment to extending the matrix expansion method
include the necessary higher order contributions and to larg
systems.

Previous tests of the theory have focused on theP1(t)
dipole correlation functions, but it is also of interest to con
sider the orientational correlation functionP2(t) for com-
parison with fluorescence depolarization and NMR rela
ation experiments. The first order basis set for calculating t
united atom modelP2(t) of pentacosane has 300 basis func
tions, while the second order basis contains 45 150. Thus,
size of the basis set~for a given order! grows considerably in
the transition fromP1(t) to P2(t). In extending the theory to
larger systems, such as those posed by more complica
polymers or proteins, this growth in computational intensit
becomes a severe impediment.

The present paper develops and tests approximat
schemes designed to alleviate the problem of the explos
growth in the number of basis functions with increasing o
der and with polymer size. The new techniques lead to e
genvalue problems with dimensions scaling more close
with the size of the systems. This enormous reduction in t
required basis set size also enables us to compute a
thereby test the predictions of the theory for theP2(t) cor-
relation functions. The tests and applications are perform
using united atom models of alkanes, while a future pap
will present the generalizations to the all-atom model, ge
eralizations rendered possible by virtue of the computation
advances developed here.

Section II briefly reviews the basic equations underlyin
the theories applied in this paper. Section III summarizes t
matrix method theory used to estimate the polymer dynam
ics. Section IV presents the details of the Brownian dynami
simulations employed for calculating the time correlatio
functions. Section V describes the alkane chain potentia
that are used both for the simulations and the theory to pr
vide parameter-free unambiguous tests of the theory. Fina
Sec. VI discusses the effectiveness of various basis sets
estimating long-time polymer dynamics.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

We briefly review those aspects of the theories and me
ods that are necessary to explain the new advances and
velopments. For simplicity, the applications consider a pol
mer model with the following properties:~1! The linear
polymer is composed ofN identical united-atom beads. No
explicit degrees of freedom are assigned to the white-no
random solvent. The solvent affects the motion of the pol
mer through frictional and stochastic forces acting on each
the beads in the polymer.~2! The bead friction coefficient is
assumed to be frequency-independent.~3! The frictional
force is taken to be large, so inertial effects can be neglect
~4! All hydrodynamic interactions between different bead
are neglected. Previous applications of the GRZ theory
treat the dynamics of small aqueous hormones and prot
o. 21, 1 December 1995to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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9494 Tang, Chang, and Freed: Long time polymer and protein dynamics
fragments have considered more complicated models w
internal monomer structures and hydrodynam
interactions.18,19 The limitation here to simple linear, ho
mopolymer models is designed solely for furthering the d
velopment of that portion of the general theory associa
with describing the ‘‘internal friction.’’

The dynamics of this model polymer is described b
either~1! a set of Langevin equations or~2! a Smoluchowski
equation. The two formulations are complete
equivalent.1,21,22The Langevin equations for the model are

dri~ t !

dt
52

1

j

]U@r ~ t !#
]r i~ t !

1Xi* ~ t !,

51,2,...,3N, ~2.1!

where

r ~ t !5$r 1~ t !,r 2~ t !,...,r 3N~ t !%5$q1~ t !,q2~ t !,...,qN~ t !%

5@x1~ t !,y1~ t !,z1~ t !,x2~ t !,y2~ t !,z2~ t !,...,xN~ t !,

3yN~ t !,zN~ t !#

represents the 3N Cartesian coordinates of theN polymer
beads,U@r (t)# is the potential energy,j is the friction coef-
ficient acting on each bead, andXi* (t) is a Gaussian random
variable with the properties,

^Xi* ~ t !&50,

^Xi* ~ t !r j~ t8!&50, for t.t8, ~2.2!

^Xi* ~ t !Xj* ~ t8!&52
kBT

j
d i jd~ t2t8!,

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature,
b51/(kBT), di j is the Kronecker delta function,d(t2t8) is
the Dirac delta function, and̂•••& denotes the equilibrium
average,

^•••&5
*dr exp @2bU~r !#~••• !

*dr exp @2bU~r !#
. ~2.3!

The corresponding Smoluchowski equation is

]P~r ,tur0 ,0!

]t
5DP~r ,tur0 ,0!, ~2.4!

whereP~r ,t ur0,0! denotes the probability that the coordinate
of theN particles at timet arer , given that the coordinates o
theN particles at time 0 arer 0, and whereD is defined by

D5(
j51

3N FkBTj ]2

]r j
2 1

1

j

]

]r j

]U~r !

]r j
G . ~2.5!

Our interest lies in computing time correlation function
^ f (0)g(t)& where f andg are functions ofr . ‘‘Exact’’ time
correlation functions are obtained from conventional Brow
ian dynamics simulations based on the numerical solutio
of the Langevin equations~2.1!. The matrix method for ap-
proximating the same time correlation functions begins w
the Smoluchowski equation~2.4!. Comparison of the ‘‘ex-
act’’ time correlation functions from Brownian dynamic
simulations against the estimated time correlation functio
from the matrix method tests the effectiveness of the ma
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬05¬Mar¬2001¬to¬171.64.133.22.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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method because both simulation and theory employ the iden-
tical potentials. Thorough comparisons of this nature are pos-
sible for smaller polymers, but even the Brownian dynamics
simulations become too intensive computationally for large
polymers. Consequently, the adequacy of the matrix method
for the smaller system instills confidence in its use for pro-
viding reasonable estimates of the time correlation functions
for larger and more complex polymers since the matrix
method requires much less computer time for computing the
time correlation functions than their direct computation from
simulations.7,8

III. MATRIX METHOD

This section reviews the necessary details of the matrix
method theory from Refs. 6, 7, and 8. It is convenient to
introduce the adjoint ofD ,

L5D†5(
j51

3N FkBTj ]2

]r j
22

1

j

]U~r !

]r j

]

]r j
G . ~3.1!

The time correlation function̂f (0)g(t)& is defined by

^ f ~0!g~ t !&5^ f ~0! exp @Lt#g~0!&, ~3.2!

where f and g are any two dynamic observables and
exp@Lt]g~0! is the formal solution to the equation of motion

]g~ t !

]t
5Lg~ t !. ~3.3!

A complete, orthonormal set$cn% of eigenfunctions ofL
is introduced,

Lcn52lncn , n51,2,... . ~3.4!

The inner product is defined to be compatible with the defi-
nition of the equilibrium average,

~x i ,x j !5
*dr exp @2bU~r !#x ix j

*dr exp @2bU~r !#
5^x ix j&. ~3.5!

The time correlation function̂ f (0)g(t)& is expressed in
terms of the eigenfunctions$cn% and the eigenvalues$ln% of
L as

^ f ~0!g~ t !&5(
n

^ fcn&^cng& exp @2lnt#. ~3.6!

An approximation to the exact time correlation function
is obtained by introducing a basis set expansion. Thus, a
subset of the complete set of eigenfunctions$cn% of L is
approximated by expressingcn in terms of a set of basis
functions$f i%, i51,2,...,M ,

cn'(
i51

M

Binf i . ~3.7!

The Bin are determined by solving the matrix eigenvalue
problem,

FB5SBl, ~3.8!

subject to the normalization constraint

BTSB5I , ~3.9!

whereI is the unit matrix,
o. 21, 1 December 1995to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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9495Tang, Chang, and Freed: Long time polymer and protein dynamics
Si j5^f if j&, ~3.10!

Fi j5^f iLf j&5 (
k51

3N S 2
kBT

j D K ]f i

]r k

]f j

]r k
L , ~3.11!

and l is the diagonal matrix of~approximate! eigenvalues
l18 , l28 ,... . Finally, the approximate time correlation fun
tion becomes

^ f ~0!g~ t !&'(
n

S (
i
Bin^ ff i& D S (

j
Bjn^f jg& D

3exp @2l
n
t#. ~3.12!

The matrix method provides the time correlation fun
tion in terms of equilibrium averages only, theS andF ma-
trices of Eqs.~3.10! and ~3.11!. The accurate determinatio
of equilibrium averages by simulation methods requires
ders of magnitude less computation than necessary for s
lating the long-time dynamics.7,8,18,19The difficulty in apply-
ing the matrix method, however, lies in choosing
appropriate set of basis functions$f i%. Previous work has
focused upon choices offi that produce accurate descri
tions for the long-time dynamics because simulation meth
are often suitable only for describing the short time behav
However, the previously used basis sets grow enormo
with the size of the system and therefore rapidly beco
untenable. We test the effectiveness of various consider
reduced sets of basis functions by comparing the ‘‘exa
time correlation functions from the Brownian dynami
simulations against the time correlation functions estima
using Eqs.~3.8!–~3.12!. The equilibrium averagesSi j and
Fi j in Eqs. ~3.10! and ~3.11! are calculated from the sam
Brownian dynamics simulations used to provide the ‘‘exa
time correlation functions. Thus, any differences between
‘‘exact’’ and estimated time correlation functions are d
solely to the approximations of the matrix method theory

IV. BROWNIAN DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

The Brownian dynamics simulations are performed
ing the standard algorithm of van Gunsteren a
Berendsen.23,24The Langevin equations~2.1! are solved nu-
merically by iterating the finite difference equations,

r i~n11!5r i~n!1
Fi~n!

j
Dt1

1

2

Fi8~n!

j
~Dt !21x in ,

i51,...,3N, ~4.1!

whereDt is the time step,Fi(n)52]U~r !/]r i is the force
acting on thei th coordinate,Fi8(n)5@Fi(n) 2 Fi(n 2 1)#/
Dt is the finite difference approximation to the time deriv
tive of the force, andxin is a random positional displaceme
taken from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and v
ance 2(kBT/j)Dt.

The simulations used to calculate dipole time correlat
functions ~defined in Sec. VI below! are made with a time
step of 5 fs. Each time correlation function is calculated fro
a single trajectory in which the system is allowed to equ
brate for 10 ns, after which data are gathered for 390 ns.
simulations for calculatingP2(t) use a time step of 7 fs
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬05¬Mar¬2001¬to¬171.64.133.22.¬Redistribution¬subject
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Each time correlation function is calculated from 12 trajec-
tories. In each trajectory, the system is allowed to equilibrate
for 1 ns, after which data is gathered for 7 ns.

V. SYSTEMS STUDIED

All the systems considered in this paper consist of a
united-atom alkane chain in a solvent at a temperature o
T5300 K. The alkane chain is modeled as a string of CH2 or
CH3 units. The solvent is treated as a structureless continuum
with a viscosityh of 0.84 centipoise. The solvent exerts a
viscous damping force on the alkane chain. Each CH2/CH3
united atom is treated as a sphere with hydrodynamic radiu
R51.53 Å. The friction coefficient is calculated using
Stokes’ lawj56phR, and hydrodynamic interactions are ig-
nored.

The calculations for the dipole time correlation functions
take the internal potentialU of the alkane chain, except for
one modification, from theGROMOSpackage.25 This potential
has the general form

U5Ubond1Uangle1Udihedral1Unonbond. ~5.1!

The bond length potential is

Ubond5(
i51

Nb 1

2
Kb~ l i2 l 0!

2, ~5.2!

whereNb is the number of bonds,l i is the length of bondi ,
l 051.53 Å is theGROMOS equilibrium bond length for al-
kanes, andKb is the bond length force constant for alkanes.
We useKb5160 kcal mol21 Å22, which is smaller thanKb

in GROMOS by a factor of 5. This change does not signifi-
cantly affect the long-time dynamics and allows the Brown-
ian dynamics time stepDt to be longer. The bond angle
potential is

Uangle5(
i51

Nu 1

2
Ku~u i2u0!

2, ~5.3!

whereNu is the number of bond angles,ui is the i th bond
angle,u05111° is theGROMOS equilibrium bond angle for
alkanes, andKu5110 kcal mol21 rad22 is the bond angle
force constant. The dihedral angle potential is

Udihedral5(
i51

Nf

Kf~11 cos 3f i !, ~5.4!

whereNf is the number of dihedral angles,fi is the i th
dihedral angle, andKf51.4 kcal/mol. The nonbonded poten-
tial Unonbonduses a 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential to describ
the interaction between two nonbonded united atoms. Mor
details are given in Ref. 25. TheP2(t) calculations use a
slightly different internal potentialU for the alkane chains.
Details are given in Refs. 7 and 8.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first study the effectiveness of various basis sets fo
estimating the normalized dipole time correlation function
No. 21, 1 December 1995¬to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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9496 Tang, Chang, and Freed: Long time polymer and protein dynamics
CI ,J~ t !5
^@qJ~0!2qI~0!#•@qJ~ t !2qI~ t !#&

^@qJ~0!2qI~0!#•@qJ~0!2qI~0!#&
~6.1!

5
^@xJ~0!2xI~0!#@xJ~ t !2xI~ t !#&

^@xJ~0!2xI~0!#@xJ~0!2xI~0!#&
. ~6.2!

All of our calculations are based on Eq.~6.2!, but, given
spatial isotropy, the same results should emerge by in
changingx,y, andz.

A. Symmetry considerations

Let us consider polynomial basis functions of the fo
l ia , l ial jb , l ial jbl kg , l ial jbl kgl md ,..., where i , j ,k,m ,...
are integers between 1 andN21, a,b,g,d ,... can be thex,y,
or z directions, and, for instance,l ix5xi112xi is the
x-component of the bond vectors. If all of these basis fu
tions were included in the basis set, the basis set would
complete, and the matrix method would produce exact
sults. But such a basis set contains an infinite numbe
basis functions and thus is not useful for calculations. The
fore, we investigate the accuracy of calculations using v
ous subsets of the complete, infinite basis set.

Many possible basis functions can be excluded by c
siderations of symmetry. To illustrate this, consider the m
trix method estimate@see Eq.~3.12!# of CI ,J(t) of equation
~6.2!,

CI ,J~ t !'
1

^~xJ2xI !~xJ2xI !&
(
n

F(
i
Bin^~xJ2xI !f i&G

3F(
j
Bjn^f j~xJ2xI !&G exp @2l

n
t#. ~6.3!

Basis functionsfp of the form l iy , l iz , l ixl jy , l ixl jz , l iyl jz ,
l iyl jy , l izl jz ,... yield ^(xj2xi)fp&50 by symmetry. Thus,
these classes offp have no effect onCI ,J(t). All functions
with an even number ofl ’s as well as many functions with a
odd number ofl ’s can be excluded in this fashion. Th
leaves us with functionsfp of the form l ix , l ixl jxl kx ,
l ixl jyl ky , l ixl jzl kz ,... .This result follows generally from the
fact that the Liouville operator and its adjoint are invariant
rotations of the coordinate system. Thus, the eigenfunct
cn of L must transform as representations of the thr
dimensional rotation group. The dipole correlation functi
in Eq. ~6.1! applies for a vector quantity. Consequently, on
thecn transforming as vectors are required. These symm
conditions are more straightforward to apply than those u
previously,7 and, furthermore, they produce a greater red
tion in the required number of basis functions at a giv
order.

B. Generalized Rouse and mode coupling basis

Applying the matrix method with the basis set

$ l ix@ i51,...,N21#% ~basis set I!

to calculateCI ,J(t) of Eq. ~6.2! is equivalent to using the
generalized Rouse theory. A more accurate approximatio
CI ,J(t) is obtained by adding more functions to basis se
Chang and Freed7 use the mode coupling basis set26,27
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬05¬Mar¬2001¬to¬171.64.133.22.¬Redistribution¬subject
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$ l ix@ i51,...,N21#,l ixl jxl kx@ i , j ,k51,...,N21;i> j>k#%

~basis set II!

along with Eq.~6.2! to estimate the normalized time corre-
lation functions C1,2(t),...,C1,N(t) for alkane chains of
varying lengths. Because the only contributing eigenfunc
tions must transform as vectors, an improved basis set a
includes the effects ofl ixl jyl ky andl ixl jzl kz . We use the ‘‘sec-
ond order’’ basis set

$ l ix@ i51,...,N21#,l ix~ l j• lk!@ i , j ,k51,...,N21; j>k#%

(basis set III),

wherel j is the vector$ l jx ,l jy ,l jz%, to estimate the represen-
tativeC1,2(t) andC1,N(t). The former illustrates the fastest,
most local motions, while the latter describes the slowes
most global motions. We note that the new basis function
introduced in expanding basis set I to basis set III are n
orthogonal to the~original! functions in basis set I. Refer-
ence 7 orthogonalizes the trilinear basis functions to the lin
ear ones of basis set I, but this extra step is not used he
The orthogonalization is unnecessary since solving the m
trix eigenvalue problem of Eqs.~3.8! and ~3.9! does not re-
quire basis function orthogonality because of the metric ma
trix S.

Figures 1 and 2 are for octane and pentadecane, resp
tively, and demonstrate that calculations using basis set
provide superior approximations to the simulations than ca
culations using basis sets I or II. Basis set III yields an ex
cellent representation of the long-time dynamics, but th
short-time dynamics with this basis set are not quite as a
curate. The errors at shorter times are more pronounced

FIG. 1. Comparison between the theoretical dipole time correlation fun
tions, estimated by the matrix method using basis sets I, II, and III, and th
time correlation functions calculated directly from Brownian dynamics
simulations for~a! octane,C1,8(t); ~b! octane,C1,2(t).
No. 21, 1 December 1995¬to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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9497Tang, Chang, and Freed: Long time polymer and protein dynamics
the more localC1,2(t) than the more globalC1,N(t). Basis
set III produces some improvement over basis set II for
shorter time dynamics, and it also obviates the need for th
order contributions that are not insignificant with basis se
for octane7 ~see below!. Computations with a simple Rous
model are not displayed since Ref. 7 shows the Rouse mo
correlation functions provide a very poor representation
the simulated correlation functions because of the dynam
influences of local chain stiffness that are ignored in t
simple Rouse model.

The number of functions in basis set III can, howeve
become unmanageably large for long polymers since the
of basis set III scales roughly asN3 for the united atom
alkane model, whereN is the number of monomers. Conse
quently, we now explore ways of significantly reducing th
number of basis functions without loss of accuracy in d
scribing the long-time dynamics. Letl1

~1! , l2
~1! ,...,l (N21)

(1) be
the approximate eigenvalues, arranged in increasing orde
L as obtained from the ‘‘first order’’ basis set I. Le
c1x
(1),c2x

(1),...,c (N21)x
(1) be the corresponding approximat

eigenfunctions from Eq.~3.7! ~called the generalized Rous
modes!. Thus,c1x

(1) provides the first order estimate to th
eigenfunction with the slowest decay, called the slow
mode,c2x

(1) provides the first order estimate to the eigenfun
tion of the next slowest decaying mode, and so on. L
c1y
(1),c2y

(1),...,c (N21)y
(1) be the functions obtained by replacin

all the x’s in c1x
(1),c2x

(1),...,c (N21)x
(1) with y’s, and let

c1z
(1),c2z

(1),...,c (N21)z
(1) be the corresponding functions with

z’s. Rotational invariance implies the interchangeability
x,y, and z in L, and, hence,c1y

(1),c2y
(1),...,c (N21)y

(1) and
c1z
(1),c2z

(1),...,c (N21)z
(1) are also approximate eigenfunctions o

FIG. 2. Comparison between the theoretical dipole time correlation fu
tions, estimated by the matrix method using basis sets I, II, and III, and
time correlation functions calculated directly from Brownian dynami
simulations for~a! pentadecane,C1,15(t); ~b! pentadecane,C1,2(t).
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L @with the same eigenvalues asc1x
(1),c2x

(1),...,c (N21)x
(1) ,

respectively#. It is also convenient to introduce the notation
ci
(1)[ i51,2,...,N21] to represent the vector

$c ix
(1) ,c iy

(1) ,c iz
(1)%. We expect that the slowest-decaying first

order eigenfunctions contain the most information about th
long-time dynamics. Thus, basis set I is augmented by ad
ing new basis functions constructed from the slowes
decaying first-order eigenfunctions of basis set I. This pr
duces the basis set

$ l ix@ i51,...,N21#,c ix
~1!@cj

~1!
•ck

~1!#

@ i , j ,k51,...,Q; j>k#%, ~basis set IVQ!,

where 0<Q<N21. TheQ50 case reduces basis set IVQ50
to basis set I, while usingQ5N21 is equivalent to retaining
all of basis set III. Note that the size of basis set IVQ scales
roughly asN1Q3. Hence, basis set IVQ produces a substan-
tial reduction in size ifQ!N. Figures 3, 4, and 5 exhibit
comparisons between theory with basis set IVQ and simula-
tions for various dipole correlation functions of octane, pen
tadecane, and pentacosane, respectively, and for several
ues ofQ. These figures demonstrate that calculations usi
basis set IVQ with smallQ yield practically identicalCI ,J(t)
as calculations using basis set III or basis set IVQ with large
Q. In all of the illustrated cases, the basis set IVQ with Q53
or 4 produces almost identical results as the full second ord
basis set III. Moreover, the size of basis set IVQ with smallQ
is miniscule in comparison to basis set III or basis set IVQ

c-
the
s

FIG. 3. Comparison of the dipole time correlation functions estimated b
the matrix method using basis set IVQ and the time correlation functions
calculated directly from Brownian dynamics simulations for~a! octane,
C1,8(t); ~b! octane,C1,2(t). Note that the matrix method with basis set IVQ

andQ50 is equivalent to the matrix method with basis set I, and the matr
method using basis set IVQ with Q57 is equivalent to using basis set III.
No. 21, 1 December 1995¬to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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9498 Tang, Chang, and Freed: Long time polymer and protein dynamics
with largeQ. For example, the reasonably accurate basis
IVQ with Q53 for pentadecane contains 32 functions, wh
basis set III for pentadecane contains 1484 functions. Th
calculations using basis set IVQ with smallQ are as accurate
as calculations using basis set III but are much faster
implement. Hence, treatments now become possible for s
tems with considerably largerN.

The technique used to construct basis set IVQ is gener-
ally applicable. Initially a first order calculation is performe
using a relatively small basis set to produce approxim
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. Then, the initial first ord
basis set is extended by adding basis functions constru
from the slowest modes28 of the first order calculation. This
procedure can be iterated~incrementingQ! until conver-
gence produces a suitable basis set. We have used this
nique to test the effect of augmenting basis sets III or IVQ

with higher order basis functions. Pentalinear functions
the form l ial jbl kgl mdl ne ~or, more precisely, the appropriat
symmetry-constrained linear combinations! do not appear to
alter the computedCI ,J(t) significantly, except in the case o
C1,25(t) for pentacosane, where using the basis set

$ l ix @ i51,...,N21#,c ix
~1!@cj

~1!
•ck

~1!#

@ i , j ,k51,...,Q; j>k#,

c ix
~1!@cj

~1!
•ck

~1!#@cm
~1!
•cn

~1!#

[ i51,...,R;all possible pairs of pairs

$$ j ,k%,$m,n%% with j ,k,m,n51,...,R] %

~basis setVQ,R!

FIG. 4. Comparison between the dipole time correlation functions estima
by the matrix method using basis set IVQ and the time correlation functions
calculated directly from Brownian dynamics simulations for~a! pentade-
cane,C1,15(t); ~b! pentadecane,C1,2(t). Note that the matrix method with
basis set IVQ with Q50 is equivalent to the matrix method with basis set
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬05¬Mar¬2001¬to¬171.64.133.22.¬Redistribution¬subject
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produces some improvement in the estimated time corre
tion function, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Adding still higher or-
der basis functions to basis setVQ,R does not appear to yield
any further change in the computedC1,25(t) for penta-
cosane.

C. Orientational correlation function

While infrared and dielectric relaxation experiment
measureCI ,J(t), NMR experiments provide the Fourier
transform ofP2(t) at selected frequencies, and fluorescenc
depolarization experiments are capable of producing the e
tire orientational correlation functionsP2(t). Thus, we now
consider various basis sets for computing the long time po

FIG. 5. Comparison between the dipole time correlation functions estimat
by the matrix method using basis set IVQ and the time correlation functions
calculated directly from Brownian dynamics simulations for~a! penta-
cosane,C1,25(t); ~b! pentacosane,C1,2(t). Note that the matrix method with
basis set IVQ with Q50 is equivalent to the matrix method with basis set I

FIG. 6. Comparison betweenC1,25(t) for pentacosane estimated by the
matrix method using basis sets IVQ and VQ,R andC1,25(t) calculated di-
rectly from Brownian dynamics simulations. Note that the matrix metho
using basis set IVQ with Q50 is equivalent to the matrix method using basis
set I.

ted

I.
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tion of the normalized time correlation functions for the or
entational correlation functionP2

IJ(t) associated with any
bond vectorr IJ5qJ2qI ,

P2
IJ~ t !5

3

2
^ cos2 u IJ~ t !&2

1

2

5
3

2 K @r IJ~ t !•r IJ~0!#2

r IJ
2 ~ t !r IJ

2 ~0! L 2
1

2
. ~6.4!

As described below, the required basis sets are significa
larger than those necessary for computingCI ,J(t). Hence, the
present simplifications are essential for enabling the com
tations to be performed for larger systems.
q

a
.

e

n

i

e
in
i

t
y
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i-
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First P2(t) is transformed into the form of the correla-
tion function^a(t)a~0!&. Introduce the expansion in terms of
components,

^ cos2 u IJ~ t !&5 K F r IJ~ t !r IJ~ t !
•

r IJ~0!

r IJ~0!G
2L

5^@ r̂ IJ~ t !• r̂ IJ~0!#2&, ~6.5!

where r̂ IJ is the normalized vector,r̂ IJ5~r IJ/r IJ!, and r IJ
5 AxIJ2 1yIJ

2 1zIJ
2 . Equation~6.5! can be expanded into six

separate correlation functions,
^cos2 u IJ~ t !&5^ r̂ IJx~ t !
2r̂ IJx~0!2&1^ r̂ IJy~ t !

2r̂ IJy~0!2&1^ r̂ IJz~ t !
2r̂ IJz~0!2&12^ r̂ IJx~ t ! r̂ IJy~ t ! r̂ IJx~0! r̂ IJy~0!&

12^ r̂ IJy~ t ! r̂ IJz~ t ! r̂ IJy~0! r̂ IJz~0!&12^ r̂ IJz~ t ! r̂ IJx~ t ! r̂ IJz~0! r̂ IJx~0!&. ~6.6!
-

s

-

d
t

The first three terms in the above equation should be e
because of rotational invariance, and the last three terms
likewise equal by symmetry. The right-hand side of Eq.~6.6!
is therefore reduced to two terms,

^cos2 u IJ~ t !&53^ r̂ IJx~ t !
2r̂ IJx~0!2&

16^ r̂ IJx~ t ! r̂ IJy~ t ! r̂ IJx~0! r̂ IJy~0!&. ~6.7!

The symmetry arguments described in Sec. VI A indic
that basis functions linear in thel ia cannot contribute to Eq
~6.7!. Because the correlation functions in Eq.~6.7! contain
bilinear variables transforming either as scalars or as sec
rank tensors, the lowest order calculation uses a basis s
the form l ial jb , wherea andb indicate thex, y, or z direc-
tions, andi and j are the indices of the bond vectors.29 More
explicitly, we use

$ l ial ja ,a5x,y,z, @ i , j51,...,N21,i< j #%,

~basis set VI1!

as the first order basis functions for the first correlation fu
tions on the right-hand side of Eq.~6.7!. The first order basis
set for the second correlation function on the right-hand s
of Eq. ~6.7! is likewise naturally chosen as

$ l ixl jy @ i , j51,...,N21#% ~basis set VI2!.

The two correlation functions on the right-hand side of E
~6.7! are evaluated separately using the appropriate first
der basis sets. The value ofP2

IJ(t) is then obtained as th
linear combination of these correlation functions accord
to Eq. ~6.7!. Because the simulation trajectories are of fin
duration, they do not necessarily display all the exact sy
metries properties, such as the equality of terms conver
Eq. ~6.6! to Eq. ~6.7!. We have checked this behavior b
separately computing each of the six terms of Eq.~6.6!, find-
ing very near equality of the symmetry equivalent term
ual
are

te

ond
t of

c-

de

q.
or-

g
te
m-
ing

s.

Further computations may, therefore, employ the simpler
form of Eq. ~6.7!.

Figure 7 exhibits the correlation functionsP2
IJ(t) for dif-

ferent vectorsr IJ as obtained using the above sets of basis
functions. The agreement is reasonably good for theP2

14(t)
andP2

18(t) orientational correlation functions of octane, but
degrades somewhat with the correlation function for the
faster and more local case ofr12. The orientational correla-
tion function P2

12(t) decays much faster than doesP2
14(t)

andP2
18(t), with all theP2

IJ(t) decaying at roughly twice the
rate of the correspondingCI ,J(t). Since the theory is de-
signed to treat the long time dynamics, the dynamical behav
ior for shorter times is sacrificed by the theory due to the
insufficient treatment of the memory function matrix. Thus,
the more rapidly decayingP2(t) for r12 is more poorly rep-
resented in first order than the slowerP2(t) for r14 and r18.

Experience with computingCI ,J(t) indicates the need
for additional basis functions beyond first order. The basis
functions which contribute most significantly to the first
three terms of Eq.~6.7! are expected by symmetry and by
‘‘mode coupling’’ arguments7 to be symmetry adapted quar-
tic factors l ial jal kbl mb , where i , j , k, andm designate the
indices of each bond, anda and b denote thex, y, or z
components. This full second order basis set scales in size a
N4 and rapidly becomes unwieldy. Thus, it is natural to de-
velop an approximate second order basis set using the sim
plification procedures applied toCI ,J(t) along with symme-
try considerations.

The approximate second order basis set is constructe
using higher powers of the generalized Rouse modes. Le
c1

~1! ,c2
~1! ,...,cN21

(1) again denote the first order generalized
Rouse modes corresponding to the eigenvaluesl1

~1! ,
l2

~1! ,...,lN21
(1) , where l1

~1!,l2
~1!,•••,lN21

(1) . The approximate
second order basis set for the first correlation function on the
right-hand side of Eq.~6.7! is
No. 21, 1 December 1995¬to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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9500 Tang, Chang, and Freed: Long time polymer and protein dynamics
$ l ial ja ,a5x,y, and z, @ i , j51,...,N21,i< j #,

cka
~1!c la

~1!@cm
~1!
•cn

~1!#,a5x,y,z,

@k,l ,m,n51,...,Q;k< l ,m<n#%

~basis set VII1Q!.

By incrementing the value ofQ from 1 toN21, more and
more second order basis functions are included, and the
cedure is stopped when convergence is obtained. Since
eigenfunctions associated with the lowest eigenvalues c
tribute most to the long time portion of correlation function
we expect to obtain rapid convergence forQ small.@The full
second order basis forP2(t) rapidly basis becomes too larg
for convenient computation.#

The full second order basis set for the second te
^ r̂ IJx(t) r̂ IJy(t) r̂ IJx(0)r̂ IJy(0)& in Eq. ~6.7! contains terms of
the form l xl y~l–l!. Again, the approximate second order ba
can be constructed from the Rouse modesci

(1) ,

FIG. 7. Comparison between the correlation functions~a!P2
12(t); ~b! P2

14(t);
~c! P2

18(t) for octane from the matrix method using basis set VI~lower
curve! and basis set VIIQ for Q52, Q53, andQ54 with that from the
simulation~upper curve!. The curves represent averages over 12 trajecto
with durations of 7.0 ns.
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$ l ixl jy , @ i , j51,...,N21#,

ckx
~1!c ly

~1!@cm
~1!
•cn

~1!#, @k,l ,m,n51,...,Q;k< l ,m<n#%

~basis set VII2Q!.

Figures 7 also displaysP2
IJ(t) for the vectorsr12, r14,

andr18 of octane from both the simulation and theory using
the basis set VIIQ . The computations withQ53 and 4 are
very close indicating that convergence is again quite rapi
The size of the approximate second order basis sets scale
N21Q4. Thus, forQ!N, the approximate second order basis
set is considerably smaller than that of the full second ord
basis set. We have also tried introducing third order term
but no significant improvement is observed.

The agreement of the theory with the simulations fo
P2
IJ(t) is somewhat poorer than that for the correspondin

CI ,J(t), especially at shorter times. This emerges from th
fact that theP2

IJ(t) decays roughly as the corresponding
[CI ,J(t)]

2. Hence, the short time deficiency of the theory fo
CI ,J(t) becomes accentuated forP2

IJ(t) where the errors are
roughly twice as large on a logarithmic scale. Thus, th
slower more globalP2

18(t) is computed more accurately than
the faster more localP2

12(t).

VII. SUMMARY

The original application of the mode coupling treatmen
for calculating time correlation functions7,8 encounters se-
vere computational difficulties due to the rapid growth in the
basis set size with increasing system size. This paper de
onstrates how the use of higher order basis functions co
structed from the first order Rouse modes along with sym
metry considerations can enormously reduce the requir
size of basis sets. For instance, the previous full second ord
computations forCI ,J(t) use a basis set whose size scales a
N3 while the present treatment uses a basis set of si
N1Q3. The new reduced size basis produces converged s
ond order results withQ!N. These improvements in basis
set become even more crucial for treating the orientation
correlation functionP2

IJ(t), where a full second order basis
set scales in size asN4, while the present treatment obtains
convergence with a basis set of sizeN21Q4 for Q!N. The
techniques presented in this paper allow us to perform se
ond order computations forP2

IJ(t) as well as to demonstrate
the irrelevance of third order contributions for the longe
alkane chains.
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